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                    Davis Behavioral Health allocated $8.2 million by Legislature for apartment building
                
Davis Behavioral Health has received $8.2 million in funding for a 60-unit apartment building for those struggling with substance abuse or mental health issues.
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Collin Sexton misses first game of the season in spirited loss to Nuggets
Ryan Miller, KSL.com  |  Updated April 9 - 11:47 p.m.
                         |                      Save Story
Will Hardy didn't need many words to explain the disappointment Collin Sexton felt on Tuesday. 
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Teams 'closely' monitoring Panguitch Lake dam; weather service issues flood watch
Carter Williams, KSL.com  |  Updated April 9 - 11:12 p.m.
                         |                      Save Story
A flash flood watch has been issued for a few southern Utah communities near Panguitch Lake over the "potential failure" of the reservoir's dam.
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Provo partners with med school for free child health screening program
Cassidy Wixom, KSL.com  |  Posted April 9 - 10:33 p.m.
                         |                      Save Story
Provo launched the Kaufusi's Keikis program Tuesday that provides annual free health screenings for Provo elementary school children.
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BYU baseball takes momentum of Texas series into midweek win over Utah
Sean Walker, KSL.com  |  Posted April 9 - 10:03 p.m.
                         |                      Save Story
Cooper Vest went 2-for-3 with a home run, and freshman Kuhio Aloy paced a four-run eighth inning on two outs to help the Cougars pull away for a 7-3 win over Utah at Smith's Ballpark. 
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Person comes forward to claim $1.3B Powerball jackpot in Oregon
Claire Rush, Associated Press  |  Posted April 9 - 10:01 p.m.
                         |                      Save Story
Oregon officials say a person with a ticket matching all six Powerball numbers in Saturday's $1.3 billion jackpot has come forward to claim the prize.
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Rare copy of comic featuring Superman's first appearance sells for $6M at auction
Associated Press  |  Posted April 9 - 9:31 p.m.
                         |                      Save Story
A copy of Action Comics No. 1, the comic book that introduced Superman to the world in 1938, sold for $6 million on April 4.
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Why Salt Lake City's buildings will turn gold this week
Carter Williams, KSL.com  |  Updated April 9 - 8:34 p.m.
                         |                      Save Story
Utah's capital city is literally turning gold this week, as members of the International Olympic Committee tour the Beehive State.
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Consumer Reports says Lunchables 'should not be allowed on menu' for schools
Parija Kavilanz and Sandee LaMotte, CNN  |  Posted April 9 - 8:33 p.m.
                         |                      Save Story
The school cafeteria versions of popular kids' grocery store snack kit Lunchables is packed with too much sodium, a consumer watchdog group warned on Tuesday.
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2 men arrested at same Roy park, accused of soliciting girls for sex
Collin Leonard, KSL.com  |  Posted April 9 - 8:06 p.m.
                         |                      Save Story
A Clearfield man and a Logan man were arrested after police say they arranged a meeting with someone who they believed was a 13-year-old girl for sex.
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Lehi school resource officer, middle schooler prevented Utah student's planned suicide
Lindsay Aerts, KSL-TV  |  Posted April 9 - 7:45 p.m.
                         |                      Save Story
The Alpine School district says a seventh grader who brought a gun to his Lehi middle school last November planned to take his own life. But thankfully, a school resource officer and a fellow student stepped in.
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Business leaders have big plans for the future of Utah's economy
Bridger Beal-Cvetko, KSL.com  |  Posted April 9 - 7:09 p.m.
                         |                      Save Story
The Salt Lake Chamber announced Tuesday the Utah Rising initiative as a vision for the future of Utah's economy.
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Skeletal remains found in Box Elder County are presumed to belong to Dylan Rounds
Cassidy Wixom, KSL.com  |  Posted April 9 - 7:05 p.m.
                         |                      Save Story
Skeletal remains found in remote western Box Elder County on Tuesday are presumed to be an Idaho man who investigators say was killed almost two years ago.
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SPONSORED
Utah Symphony's Guitar Celebrations Festival showcases fusion of music, learning and community 
Utah Symphony | Utah Opera  |  Posted April 9 - 7:00 p.m.
                         |                      Save Story
his multi-day extravaganza celebrates the diverse and captivating world of one of the most well-known instruments — the guitar. 
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Have an idea for a Utah NHL team name? Ryan Smith wants to hear it
Carter Williams, KSL.com  |  Posted April 9 - 6:41 p.m.
                         |                      Save Story
Ryan Smith is looking for team name suggestions as he continues his bid to bring the National Hockey League to Utah.
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With help of UCCU, Utah Valley University breaks ground on $20M soccer stadium
Sean Walker, KSL.com  |  Posted April 9 - 6:30 p.m.
                         |                      Save Story
Nearly two years after Utah Valley University announced a groundbreaking $20 million donation to fund a state-of-the-art soccer stadium, the Wolverines finally put shovels to dirt.
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Delta Air Lines will soon update the way it boards passengers
Jordan Valinsky, CNN  |  Posted April 9 - 6:14 p.m.
                         |                      Save Story
Delta Air Lines flyers will soon start boarding Delta's planes in a way the airline had previously abandoned.
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Utah immersive fantasy park Evermore shutting down; property owner promises a 'new attraction'
Cassidy Wixom, KSL.com  |  Posted April 9 - 5:53 p.m.
                         |                      Save Story
Evermore Park in Pleasant Grove will not be forevermore. Officials confirmed Tuesday the fantasy theme park is shutting down, though the property owner promises to unveil a "new attraction" at the site.
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Kamas woman used police badge to threaten speeding construction workers, charges say
Collin Leonard, KSL.com  |  Posted April 9 - 5:16 p.m.
                         |                      Save Story
A 72-year-old Kamas woman, apparently frustrated with speeders in her neighborhood, took what was likely her late husband's badge and gun and threatened construction workers, charges say. 
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Photos: New Taylorsville Utah Temple is ready for public tours 
Emily Ashcraft, KSL.com  |  Posted April 9 - 4:39 p.m.
                         |                      Save Story
Leaders and members of the Church of Jesus Christ say they are excited to share the joy and peace temples bring them through a public open house for a new temple in Taylorsville.
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